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Inaugural Oz ComicCon Off to a Flying
Start
BY JACQUIE LEE ON APRIL 3, 2012

It’s 9.30am on a Saturday  morning, and two lines of people spill out of the Goyder Pavilion’s entrance
hall, into the car park beyond. Saw v illain Jigsaw nods his masked head v igorously  in agreement
with whatever his colleague, the anime ninja Naruto has just said. Further ahead, a miniature
Batman tugs impatiently  on his father’s hand, pointing excitedly  at the Batgirl picking her nose in
the queue opposite.

Inside, the first Oz Comic Con is already  in full swing. Like the Bowerbird Bazaar’s geeky  cousin, a
maze of anime knickknacks, t-shirts, comics, books and a hoard of other goodies jostle for attention
alongside organisations such as the Rebel Legion (an “International Star Wars Costuming
Organisation”) and The Australian Costumers’ Guild, which I’m told is basically  “organised dress-ups
for grown-ups”. Tables are set up for quiet bouts of Magic: The Gathering, while in the back corner a
collection of twenty  or so computers and headsets await those wishing to engage in a spot of LAN
gaming.

Meanwhile, on the far side of the hall, back-to- back desks and photo booths wait their turn to be
shared by  celebrities and their adoring fans. With each guest assigned specific signing and
photography  shifts, the most eager attendees have already  purchased tokens and claimed a spot
before the first session of the day  begins. You could easily  lose half your day  in these lines, and I
recognise some people waiting again and again for different guests; and with an autograph costing at
least $30 and a photo $40, that’s commitment. When I enquire on Sunday  afternoon, the friendly
token booth attend informs me that Jewel Staite has been overwhelmingly  popular for both photos
and autographs, closely  followed by  Sean Astin, Norman Reedus, Jonathan Frakes and Ben Browder.
No surprise there, considering each of their Q&A sessions were full to the brim.

Speaking of the sessions, that’s what I’ve come to see (along with all of the outrageous outfits).
Saturday ’s TV-heavy  schedule saw the Internode Auditorium packed out early  with fans eager to
glimpse bad boy  Norman Reedus. Following a screening of webisodes and behind-the-scenes footage
from The Walking Dead, its star swanned into the packed auditorium to the humble sounds of Sex on
Fire by  Kings of Leon. While every  Comic Con guest I saw received the uproarious welcome of a rock
star, Reedus was the most akin to one, keeping his dark sunglasses firmly  on as he dropped f-bombs
between zombie anecdotes.
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Following Reedus, The Lord of the Rings’ Sean Astin seemed positively  vanilla, bounding onto the
stage with all the energy  and enthusiasm of a golden retriever. After commenting on the “sexy”
costumes he’d seen and branding Oz Comic Con an “unbelievably  successful convention”, Astin
launched into addressing FAQ’s and rattling off anecdotes like a pro.

Most of the guests seemed to take the Q&A sessions as another (albeit enjoyable) facet of their day
jobs, addressing the fans’ questions with a practised blend of casual professionalism. Ben Browder
charmed the Saturday  afternoon crowd with his porn star moustache and personable audience
interaction, play fully  ribbing anyone who dared leave before his session ended and bribing the MC
for ten more minutes of question time. Across the way , Corin Nemec lectured his smaller yet no less
eager audience in the art of play ing pranks, proving himself every  bit as mischievously  charming in
real life as on the small screen.

Jewel Staite seemed familiar with exactly  the kind of cheeky  comments her fans wanted to hear,
telling the crammed audience that you couldn’t pay  her to make out with Firefly co-star Nathan
Fillion, and that director Joss Whedon “loves to party”. In contrast, Gigi Edgley  seemed refreshingly
natural and unrehearsed in her maiden comic con outing, cheekily  pushing the conventions ‘no
politics, religion or sex’ boundaries with her sexual innuendo and appearing as excited about being
there as the audience was to see her.

But it wasn’t just about the TV stars. Debi Derryberry  (Jimmy Neutron), Bill Farmer (Goofy) and
Sean Schemmel (Goku from Dragonball Z) provided a nostalgic start to the proceedings with their
panel Q&A session, delighting the audience with their impressions (you haven’t lived until you’ve
heard Farmer imitate the Chinese, Japanese and Norwegian Goofy ’s), and the three comics panels on
offer over the weekend also drew sizeable crowds.

The convention attendees were just as entertaining as any  of the professional guests, with some
brilliant costumes (Stormtroopers, a cardboard box-cum-Tardis and giant Squirtle among the best)
on show alongside some cringe worthy  ones (sorry  love, but painting yourself green and pulling on
some lacy  emerald undies doesn’t equate to a Poison Ivy  costume).

So is Oz Comic Con just for the nerds? Yes and no. You’ll get much more out of the day  if you’re
interested in, or at least know of, the shows and characters that are being discussed. However, you
don’t have to be a Trekky  or a Whovian or even a Sheldon to have a good time at Comic Con – a love
of people-watching and listening to interesting people tell interesting tales is enough.
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